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McGreevy

PROLAB

Professional Quality Photo Lab & Press Printing Services

518-426-1039

& ProPress

Restorations
Restoration is a process of repairing and rebuilding old or damaged photographs. Your original is first scanned
or digitally photographed causing it no harm and then the image is digitally restored. Each restoration job is
unique and the price to restore the image is determined by the condition of the original and the objectives of the
customer. After looking at your original we can provide you with an estimate of the “photo restoration time”
needed and then you can choose from one of the cost saving packages offered below.
Photo Restoration Time
All Restoration Packages Include:

1/4 hr.

1/2 hr.

3/4 hr.






$47.00

$65.00

$84.00

A scan of your original
Photo restoration time
5x7 or 8x10 approval print (glossy or matte)
CD Burn of completed image

1 hr.

1.5 hr.

$104.00 $144.00

Retouching
Sometimes small imperfections detract from that otherwise perfect photograph. Our retouching artists can

remove those flaws without a trace of the original problem. Because each circumstance is different we have put
together a list of “Standard Retouching Items” where you can choose one or more of the appropriate retouching
solutions. (Turn-around: 48hr.) Prices do not include scanning.
Standard Retouching Items: (pick from the list below)
 Smooth out minor facial lines
 Remove minor skin blemishes
or small scars
 Remove minor circles under eyes
 Brighten eyes
 Remove eyeglass glare
(obstructs less than 50% of the eye)

 Remove eyeglass shadows
 Stray hairs removed









One Head

Whiten teeth
Remove/tone down shine
Remove small object
Extreme color correction
Sharpen out-of-focus image
Removal of minor dust or scratch
Repair minor damage

$12.00 pick one item
$20.00 pick two items
$28.00 pick three items
$8.00 each additional Item
$5.00 per head

 Red-eye removal

 CD Burn - $8.00, USB Burn - $18.00
 More complex retouching requirements will be billed by the hour (see Creative Services below).

Creative Services (Hourly)
At McGreevy ProLab & ProPress we have an experienced
creative and technical staff who are well versed in a wide range
of imaging applications. Whether it be complex retouching,
restorations, layout & design, photo composites, collages, book
or calendar projects, special file prep, etc., we have the
expertise to get the job done right. Our creative services are
billed by the hour and we provide a cost estimate before starting
the work.

$88.00 hr. (billed in 10 minute increments)
Discounts
3+ hours

-10% ($79 hr.)

6+ hours

-20% ($70 hr.)

12+ hours

-30% ($62 hr.)

 CD Burn - $8.00, USB Burn - $18.00
Prices are subject to change.

376 Broadway, Albany, NY 12207 www.mcgreevyprolab.com Mon. - Fri. (9:00 to 4:30), Wed. (open until 6:00)

